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Brother LC123Y ink cartridge 1 pc(s) Original Yellow

Brand : Brother Product code: LC123Y

Product name : LC123Y

LC123Y Ink Cartridge – Yellow

Brother LC123Y ink cartridge 1 pc(s) Original Yellow:

Brother consider the environmental impact at every stage of your ink cartridge life cycle, reducing waste
at landfill. All our hardware and ink cartridges are built to have as little impact on the environment as
possible.

Genuine Brother LC123Y ink cartridge - worth it every time.
Brother LC123Y. Supply type: Single pack, Colour ink page yield: 600 pages, Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s)

Features

Compatibility *

MFC-J870DW DCP-J172W DCP-J132W
DCP-J152W DCP-J4110DW DCP-
J552DW DCP-J752DW MFC-J4410DW
MFC-J4510DW MFC-J4610DW MFC-
J470DW MFC-J4710DW MFC-J650DW
MFC-J6520DW

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Colour ink page yield 600 pages

Features

Type * Original
Printing colours * Yellow
Brand compatibility * Brother
Supply type * Single pack

Technical details

Harmonized System (HS) code 84439990
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